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TEN DEMANDMENTS
With the FCC's intensified enforcement of signal leakage limits, you can't afford
questionable quality or erratic sensitivity in aleakage detector for your system.
That's why it pays to heed our Ten Demandments
and not simply settle for any leakage detector.

Demand High Sensitivity.

Demand "Standards," not "Accessories."

You'll need all ou can get, so demand the
detector with -86 dBmV sensitivity.

Be sure you get all necessary equipment—
anear-field probe, tuned dipole antenna, AC
charger/adapter, headphones, and 50-hr.rated rechargeable batteries—as standard.

Demand Ease of Use.
Make sure it's lightweight and portable.
With simple controls. And no separate

Demand Quick Delivery.
Be sure you can get your detectors in a
matter of weeks—not months.

transmitter required for operation.

Demand Quality.

Demand the Tracer.

With proven reliability. Documented field
success. Plus support from a major US
CATV/electronics company.

Don't take chances with either the FCC or
with any other detector. Demand the only
leakage/detector that can meet the Ten
Demandments. Demand The Tracer.

Demand Full Frequency Capability.
Be sure you can choose adetector for any
channel frequency—from 54-300 MHz.

Demand Metered Readings.
For quantifiable results and measurements—
not just basic "leakage/no leakage" indications.

Demand Frequency Trim Adjustment.
From a front-panel control. For accurate
readings of the exact frequency you're
tracking, not a"nearby" frequency.

.1 DOI!

Demand Audible Tone Alarms.
For fast tracking and location sensing. With
a pleasant, non-abrasive tone.

°VITEK
Quality and Innovation

Vitek Electronics. Inc. 901 South Ave

For more information, or a ernonstration at your
system's offices, contact your nearest VITEK sales
representative, or call 201) 287-3200.

P.O. Box 111, Horseheads, NY 14845. (607) 796-2611/2
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fyou've had to bear the expense of
replacing your entire mainstation
every time you needed to add new
features, that's too bad.
Too bad you didn't choose
Magnavox originally. We've understood
the economics of upgradability ever
since we built our first mainstation. We
designed it to set-up fast, easy and economically; and inserted compatible,
plug-in modular components ever since.

Today, cable operators using
Magnavox look very smart because our
new Power Doubling TM and Feedforward
fit into the original housing to do
wonders to reduce noise and distortion.
Our new Parallel Power Doubling'
retrofits nicely so it can push profitable
signals into more subs homes, too.
The point being, it's never too
late to begin with, or rebuild with,
Magnavox.

For more cost-effective data please
call our Marketing Department toll-free
for our upgrade update.

SYSTEMS, INC.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
100 FAIRGROUNDS DR., MANLIUS, N.Y. 13104
TOLL-FREE 800-448-5171 (IN NY, 800-522-7464)

Our mainstation
has held its own since 1972.
How's yours doing?
MODULP
/
ADD S

housing.
Durable and
still in use today.
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System Sentry
Status Monitonn

Single chip Power
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MX-404
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Bridger &Trunk
Switching 6dB
switchable pads for
ingress localization
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440/450 MHz
technology.
A Magnavox first.
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Switching Regulated Power Supply.
Increases efficiency
at least 25%.

SPOTLIGHT
Nick Hamilton-Piercy
The Canadian cable industry is choking under government
programming restrictions, says Nick Hamilton-Piercy, engineering
and technical services vp at Rogers Cablesystems.
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dBmV, dBm & dBu
This month, Archer Taylor provides an explanation of these standard,
but often misunderstood, units of measurement.
FEATURES
Picture transients
14
No matter how hard you try, there are some limitations on how good
asignal you can pick up off-air.

Signal quality

26

Norm Weinhouse challenges the cable industry to deliver higher
quality pictures to its subscribers—or risk market defeat.
Satellite EIRP chart
Received signal strengths for major video satellites, sun transit
outages for 100 cities and the precise timings of the October
disruptions are detailed on CED's new EIRP chart.

27

Voice response systems
46
PPV ordering technology runs the gamut from fully interactive cable
to telephone-based systems like Voice Response. Perception
Technology explains how Voice Response works.
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63
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Scientific
Atlanta

FEEDFORWARD
BRIDGING AMPLIFIER

3SSEJICS.L
.IrrIE6.

F
EEDFORWARD ANIPS BYS
CIENTIFIC-ATLANTA.
ON-LINE SERVICEABILITY I
NASNAP
FEEDFORWARD GAIN
BLOCKS MAKE
BACK-TO-THE-FACTORY
SERVICE OBSOLETE.

Which feedforward amplifier is
easier to service—the one that must
be removed from the line, brought
back to the bench, tested, and probably sent back to the factory? Or the
amplifier that can be tested on-line,
and, if necessary, simply opened,
serviced with asnap-in replacement
module and closed.
More importantly, which feedforward amplifier will cost you less
to operate?
Scientific-Atlanta answers those
questions with anew line of trunk,
bridger, and line extender amplifiers
which combine feedforward performance with push-pull simplicity.
SIMPLE IS BETTER...AND
LESS EXPENSIVE.
By using asingle Feedforward Gain

Block instead of the collection of
components currently used in feedforward amplifiers, Scientific-Atlanta
has taken amajor step forward. All
discrete feedforward hybrids and circuitry have been removed from the
amplifier circuit board and enclosed
within asingle, easily replaceable
gain bock. Nothing to match, nothing
to align or misalign—just dependable leedforward performance.
The Scientific-Atlanta feedforward
test set verifies the on-line performance of each Feedforward Gain
Block and can be effectively used
by even the novice technician—no
factory service personnel needed.
THERE'S MORE TO THE STORY.
Feedforward Gain Block isn't the
whole story, either. Our feedforward
amps are more than just unmatched
modularity and serviceability. You'll
find superior heat dissipation and
resulting longer operating life,
plus highly effective lightning and

surge protection, ultra-stable AGC
and dependable stepped pads and
equalizers.
With Scientific-Atlanta, you will
get the most out of your distribution electronics.
For more information about
Scientific-Atlanta's feedforward distribution amplifiers, clip the coupon
or call Pat Miller at (404) 925-5462.
Please send me more information on
Scientific-Atlanta's new feedforward
amplifiers.
10185 CED
Name
Title

Compan

Address

City

Zip

State

Phone

Mail to: Scientific-Atlanta, Dept. AR.
3845 Pleasantdale Road. Atlanta, GA 30340
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FREE FEEDFORWARD TEST SET WITH ORDER
0F 20 FEEDFORWARD AMPLIFIERS I
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Nick
Hamilton mi
Mercy
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hat is the biggest danger facing the cable
industry? According to Nick HamiltonPiercy of Rogers Cablesystems, it's forgetting why
we're here. "Cable's primary purpose is to serve its
subscribers. We have to listen to our customers
and remember that they pay our wages. But many
operators don't spend the time or money necessary
to find out what their subscribers think about their
cable service. And because of that, a lot of the
moves made to improve customer satisfaction are
off-target. System operators simply cannot rely on gut feelings or impressions about what subscribers
want. They need to be doing systematic surveys of customer attitudes and then responding to them."
As vice president of engineering and technical services at Rogers, Hamilton-Piercy is ultimately responsible for getting cable to the homes of almost 2million subscribers in the United States and Canada. And according to extensive surveys conducted by Rogers, picture quality and reliability are the
number one subscriber concerns. "This satisfaction factor is deteriorating. Yet, we know our signal
quality is improving every year," Harnilton-Piercy states. "The subscribers' perceived picture quality
and reliability are decreasing because they now have something to compare us with—namely SMATV,
TVRO and VCRs."
Another factor adding to the increasing d;ssatisfaction among subscribers is new television sets,
which produce amuch higher fidelit>. picture. "If there are any discrepancies or deficiencies in the cable plant, these new sets show them up in their glory. Our goal is to get picture quality and reliability an
order of magnitude better than we are currently delivering. This is the biggest single technical challenge on the continent for any cable operator," Hamilton-Piercy insists.
The regulatory climate for cable in Canada also is of tremendous concern to Hamilton-Piercy. Cable
operators in Canada are strictly limited in the number of U.S. signals they can carry, and they are forbidden to carry any U.S. premium signals. Private cable systems, on the other hand, are virtually free to
carry any signal that is unscrambled on the satellite. "Obviously, we are trying to compete against
someone who has a much better oftering than we have. We want to compete fairly but feel we are
being held back from doing so," he explains. "We want to carry these signals also. We don't believe in
holding others back. All we want is an equal chance."
How long will the CRTC go on severely restricting Canadian cable systems? "Eventually, Iam sure it
will respond to our plight. However, right now the entire broadcasting system in Canada is under review by aspecial Parliament-appointed group. Its review will continue until next year, and I'm sure the
CRTC will not be making any major changes until it is complete," Hamilton-Piercy cautions. "There will
always be adegree of protectionism here, just because of the smaller market size and the need to allow
at least some of the production houses in Canada to stay alive. But Ithink the protectionist attitude of
the government will back off considerably."
Meanwhile, Hamilton-Piercy has his hands full overseeing the technical aspects of both the U.S. and
Canadian systems owned by Rogers. Is it tough switching rulebooks every day? "No, actually Ifind it
very refreshing to be able to have both perspectives," he says. "Canadian cable tended to focus on the
urban markets first, then the suburban or rural areas. In the U.S., this order was reversed. So, with our
older suburban systems in the U.S., we are trying to get them to have more of an urban mindset, while
at the same time trying to develop a more suburban mindset in our older urban systems in Canada.
Each side provides acontrast to the other and gives me the desire to bring them all up to the same level.
Generally, though, I've found that our Canadian operations are more precise and mature on the technical side, which Ifind quite invigorating.
"I don't have amanagement goal," Hamilton-Piercy concludes, "rather—a goal of achievement. Anything Ican contribute to providing our subscribers with better service is very high on my personal
priority list."
If you happen to be asubscriber of aRogers system, consider yourself lucky. There is someone at the
top looking out for you.
—Lesley Dyson Camino
6/October 1985
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Performance, Price and Reliability
Have Made Standard the Fastest
Growing Name in Commercial
Satellite Receiving Technology
THE INDUSTRY'S
FINEST WARRANTY AND
REPLACEMENT PROGRAM

In this rapidly growing, constantly changing industry, Standard Communications' complete
line of satellite telecommunications
products gets noticed for delivering what we promise—dependable
performance at avery affordable
price.
Since 1979, when we first
entered the satellite marketplace,
we've been operating under the
same philosophy that has placed
our mobile radios, pagers and Horizon marine radios at the forefront
of their markets.
The result: new technologies
like our LNBC 24 and LNBC 4 Low
Noise Amplifier/Block Down converters, which reduce the possibility of UHF interference and
eliminate the need for long runs of
awkward, expensive cable, and
innovative designs such as our
unique loop-through feature, which
lets you add up to 100 slave receivers without losing signal strength
or using expensive external power
dividers and splitters.
Agile Receivers: Economical, Broadcast Quality Performance

"If the Agile 24 wasn't the
best receiver for the money,
we wouldn't use it:' -ATC-

The Agile 24M/S
Series—Our most
sophisticated
receivers, with
loop-through
design for economical system expansion. Known
industrywide for
quality and reliability, year after year.
The Agile 24SC—A
direct descendant of the 24S, our
new Agile 24SC offers the same
reliable broadcast quality—at a
lower price.
The Agile SK—Bringing Agile performance to the Ku band, the SK
accepts field-changeable plug-in
PROMs for avariety of Ku band
formats.

The Agile PC—Bringing Standard's
reputation for quality into the
private cable market, our new PC
offers a mean-time-to-failure
three times better than other
inexpensive receivers.
Complete System Capability
Standard knows that there's
more to agood picture than agood
(or even agreat) receiver. That's
why we offer complete TVRO systems with quality in every component.
In addition, we offer the personalized technical support you
need to start or expand your
operations.

Standard warrants all parts
and labor on all of its receivers for
one full year. If any Agile 24M/S,
24SC or SK fails in the field during
that year, we'll replace it fast—
usually within 24 hours. In years
two through five, you can have this
same protection for only $100 plus
shipping.
No other manufacturer offers
this kind of warranty, because no
other manufacturer can match the
reliability of the Agile line of receivers. For example, in 5years of service, our Agile 24M/S has aproven
record of less than 0.5% failure in
the field.
A Commitment to the Future
Our dedication to research and
innovative design is what has made

Standard the fastest growing
name in satellite receiving technology. By maintaining, and even
expanding that commitment,
Standard is making certain that we
will maintain that position of
leadership.
For more information call us:
800/243-1357 or in California
800/824-7766 ext. 275.

SStandard
®Communications

Standard Communications
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151

Engineered to anew standard
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My Turn

dBm & dBu
Convert Equation 4to decibels:

By Archer S. Taylor,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates Inc.

10 log p(rec)-30 = 20 log e-120 + 10
log 1.64 + 20 log 300 —20 log f-10 log
(47r x377)
Eq. 5
Where:
10 log e(rec)
= dBm
20 log e
= dBu
10 log 1.64
= 2.15 dB
20 log 300
= 49.54 dB
10 log (4/r x377) = 36.76 dB

L

evels in many communications
systems are designed in terms of
decibels relative to one milliwatt,
expressed as "dBm," without regard to
the load resistance. One milliwatt is
75,000 times as much power as one
millivolt across 75 ohms.
1millivolt across 75 ohms =
(0.001) 2/
75 =
13.33 x10-2 watts =
Multiply by 1,000 to get:
(0.001)/75 = 1/75,000 milliwatts
10 log 75,000
= 48.75 dB
Thus, to convert dBm to dBmV, simply
add 48.75 dB.
dBmV = dBm + 48.75
For leakage field strength
measurement (remember the CLI?),
signal levels measured in dBmV at the
75-ohm dipole terminal must be
converted to field intensity (sometimes
called field strength or signal strength)
measured in dBu referenced to one
microvolt per meter.
dBu = dBmV + (dipole factor)
A table of dipole factors may be
found in several places, one of which is
Ken Simmons' Technical Handbook for
CA TV Systems. Readers desiring a
better theoretical understanding of the

physical principles involved may be
interested in the following derivation of
the dipole factor.
The maximum power that can be
extracted by ahalf-wave dipole is given
by:
P(received) = PoA
Eq. 1
Po is the power density of the radiated
signal in watts per square meter, and A
is the effective capture area of the
antenna in square meters. Power
density and antenna capture area are
derived from Maxwell's equations,
which in turn were based on the earlier
work of Ampere and Faraday.' ,2
Po
A
E
G

= E2/
120
= E2/
377 watts
Eq. 2
= G(300/T) 2/
47r square meters Eq. 3
= field intensity in volts per meter
= Dipole gain factor
= 1.64 re isotropic
f
= frequency in MHz
300/f = wavelength in air, in meters
377
= "impedance of space" in ohms
Coverting power to milliwatts (p) and
field intensity to microvolts per meter
(e), and substituting Equations 2and 3
in Equation 1:

Equation 5simplifies to:
dBm = dBu-20 log f-75.07
Eq. 6
Remember that:
dBm = dBmV-48.75
So:
dBmV-48.75 = dBu-20 log f-75.07
dBmV = dBu-20 log f-26.32
And:
dBu = dBmV + (20 log f+ 26.32)
Dipole Factor = 20 log f+ 26.32 dB
Example:
At 108.625 MHz, the dipole factor is
67.04 dB. A 50 microvolt per meter leak
(20 log 50 = 33.98 dBu) would read
33.98-67.04 = -33.06 dBmV on asignal
level meter connected to ahalf-wave
dipole. With the 10 dB gain of the
Wavetek RD-1 dipole amplifier, the SLM
reading would be about -17 dBmV. A 20
microvolt per meter leak would read
only -25 dBmV, even with the RD-1
amplifier gain. This explains why it is
necessary to use special leakage
detectors like the "Sniffer" or the
"Cuckoo" that can detect smaller leaks.
CEO
References:
' ITT Reference Data for Radio
Engineers (Sixth Edition); pages 27-7, 278, and Chapter 45; Howard W. Sams &
Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 46268.
Terman, Frederick E.; Electronic and
Radio Engineering (Fourth Edition);
page 927; McGraw-Hill, New York.
2

P(received) = p(rec)/1000
E = e/10 6
p(rec)/1000 = (e/10 6)
2 x1.64 x(30011) 2/
47,x377
Eq. 4
8/October 1985
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C-COR's
Quick-Shin
List
You Get Fast Delivery of the World's Best-Made
Cable TV Amplifiers

Application

models

Economy products for rural systems

MT-500 Series Mini-Trunks, up to 400 MHz,
52 channels. E-417, no frills, one-way line
extender

117V apartment house amplifiers

D-501 distribution amplifier, E-417 one-way
line extender

Standard 60/30VAC trunk stations for
system rebuild, upgrade, expansion

T-500 series trunks, two-way in 54 to 220
MHz and up to 450 MHz pass bands.
Choice of spacing

Long distance transport of signals from
antenna site to hub, between hubs

Model T-063 long haul hunk station, operates
at sub and low-band frequencies

Two-way distribution amplifier with the
flexibility needed for today's and tomorrow's requirements

,

Main line passives for sub-low operation down to 5MHz

These products are covered
by C-COR's 3-year warranty.

D-507, up to 60 forward channels, 4reverse
channels

S-550-X splitters
S-550-DC-X directional couplers
PS-550-X power inserters
SB-600-MC splice box

ELECTRONICS INC

Call toll-free

1-800-233-2267

60 DECIBEL ROAD •STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801 •814-238-2461
Call toll free in continental U.S. (except PA) 1-800-233-2267 •Telex: 510-670-3513
C-COR ELECTRONICS. INC., OREGON GRADUATE CENTER. 1400 N W COMPTON DRIVE. BEAVERTON, OR 97006 TEL 503-645-0345
C-COR EUROPE BV Po BOX 3000. 1300 EA ALMERE-STAD. THE NETHERLANDS 31-3240-32945 TELEX 70277 NMBOMNL DATACABLE
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BOCs and bypass
Nine to 14 billion dollars ayear. That's what local Bell operating companies could
lose if enough users decide to connect their voice and data circuits directly to longdistance switching centers.
A couple of things worry the BOCs. Typically, alocal phone company gets
something like half of its revenue from 2% to 3% of its business customers. And the
costs those customers may pay to reach long-distance switches is rising.
At the same time, costs for alternative private connections are dropping. So, at
some point, acompany saves money by going off the local telephone network and
transporting signals by leased or private twisted-pair lines, microwave radio,
fiberoptic or CATV cable.
Access charges are abig factor in the cost equation. Because of the Bell system
breakup, long-distance carriers now pay afee to connect their circuits to the local
loops.
AT&T's charge, for example, is somewhere in the neighborhood of $750/month to
$400-$500/month. But apair of 23 GHz microwave radios operating at 1.544 Mbps is
only about $25,000. And since asingle T-1 circuit carries 24 voice channels, the
savings are clear.
If monthly access charges cost $315 to $750, then 24 channels would cost between
$7,560 and $18,000 amonth. Compare that to the $25,000 purchase price of a23-gig
microwave link. It's serious money.
So, how about CATV? Well, Contel Information Systems recently studied bypass.
The objective: find the most effective way to connect 11 sites to aswitch in central
Manhattan (New York City).
The distances: Nine sites within amile of the switch, four sites within two to five
miles.
The circuits: 21 to 91 at ten sites, 315 at one location.
The contenders: microwave, twisted-pair, fiberoptic and CATV cable (Manhattan
Cable TV plant).
The results? Interesting. Consider capital costs.
Microwave to five sites: $326,500 to $370,000.
Twisted-pair to ten sites: $392,373.
Twisted-pair to two sites, microwave to three sites: $265,004 to $289,504.
Fiber to ten sites: $933,600.
Manhattan Cable to all sites: $91,950.
The BOCs are painfully aware of the bypass threat and are moving vigorously to
protect themselves. So losses may not amount to the worst-case $9 to $14 billion.
But it will cost something. And CAN could well emerge as one of the low-cost
alternatives.

-)rni‘

Patrick Keleher, President /Chief Executive Officer
David Carlton, Chief Financial Of f
icer

OFFICES
Denver International Thomson Communications
Inc.. 600 Grant Street, Suite 600, Denver, CO 80203 or- P.0 Box 5208 TA Denver, CO 80217, (303) 8600111
Washington Bureau 16251 Street, Suite 615,
Washington. D.C. 20006, (202) 835-0900.
New York Bureau 101 Park Avenue, Fourth Floor,
New York, N.Y. 10178, (212) 661-7410.
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Try one on for
size...On us!

Here's your chance to get a
FREE evaluation sample of Channell's
new CPH-508 Challenger Pedestal
Housing—the first 5-inch diameter
pedestal available for CATV.
The CPH-508 pedestal is
designed specifically for housing
Magnavox, Scientific-Atlanta,
Regal, RMS and other taps, and for
hous;ng above ground service wire
applications. It provides an average
cost savings of 5% per mi!e of plant,
and has added features found only in
Channell's complete line of enclosures.
Constructed of high quality,
high impact ABS plastic,
the CPH-508 pedestal is
corrosion-proof, never
needs painting, and is
unaffected by severe temperatures. This aesthetically
pleasing low profile pedestai

extends only 11-inches above grade
and its cylindrical design provides fuli
360° working access area. It features
afactory installed galvanized stake
and abracket designed with avertical
slot for easy installation of all
passive devices.
Vented to
minimize condensation, the
pedestal cover
can be easily
removed and
replaced, and
has -TV"

identification permanently molded on
its top. Available in light green, beige,
or dark green, the CPH-508 offers
either ahasp or optional high security
locking system. An 8-inch ground skirt
provides added strength and prevents
ground erosion around the pedestal.
For complete protection of your
above grade passive and drop
devices, try the Channell CPH-508
5-inch pedestal on for size...on us!
Just call Channell toll free
1-800-423-1863 (818-963-1694
in California) for your FREE
evaluation sample while
supply lasts.
CHANNELL
COMMERCIAL
CORPORATION
620 W. Foothill Boulevard
Glendora, CA 91740
Telex: 670-368
(818) 963-1694
(800) 423-1863
Toll free outside California
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Technology you can trust!
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01974 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from IEEE Transactions on Broadcasting, Vol. EC-20, No.!, March 1974.
Abstract —Comparison

Television
transmitter
luminance
transient
response
Part One
By T. M. Gluyas, FELLOW, IEEE

between bandwidth-limited input pictures and output pictures from current generation TV transmitters show little difference except for faint edge ringing at an
appropriate 1MHz rate. This is shown to be due to lack of
specification and control of transmitter and receiver lower sideband attenuation and phase characteristics in the region
around 1MHz below visual carrier. Some observed and some
calculated results are presented for comparison.
Although it is possible to adjust a transmitter system for
nearly perfect 2Tsine-squared pulse and bar performance using aparticular demodulator, it is concluded that it is pointless to attain performance better than K = 1or 1.5 percent.
Variations in performance as observed on different demodulators or different receivers tend to mask any further improvement in transient response. Use of a"mop-up" system equalizer preceding the transmitter is suggested.

C

urrent generation television transmitters are capable of
V-, radiating a remarkably good picture when they have
been adjusted with care and when the input picture is good.
In fact, it is difficult to tell the difference between transmitter
input and output pictures when the two are compared in an
NB test on the same monitor, provided that the input picture
has been bandwidth limited to 4.2 MHz.
The residual defects most likely to be found are faint transients in the form of edge overshoots and low-frequency ringing that has the appearance of "close-in" echoes. These are
most readily observed on titles of high contrast such as station call letters.
This is not to say that today's transmitted pictures are perfect in all other respects. Certainly chrominance-to-luminance
crosstalk due to quadrature distortion, hue errors in color
edges due to imperfect amplitude and delay response around
the color subcarrier, and other defects can be identified upon
supercritical inspection. But, in our opinion, luminance transient errors, although small, are the most noticeable impairment. For that reason, it has been selected as the subject of
this article.
We hope to shed some light on what causes this problem,
what to do about it and the practical boundaries of possible
improvement.

Adjustment and measurement
of transient response
lo observe the transmitter transient response on the station picture and waveform monitors it is, of course, necessary
to demodulate the signal. The picture quality then is determined by the combined characteristics of the transmitter and
demodulator, and there is no way to separate the two.
Figure 1is ablock diagram of amonitoring arrangement for
comparing the transmitter input and output signals. A
2 T sine-squared pulse and bar test signal is employed as the
video input for quantitative measurements of transient response. This test can be supplemented by acall-letter slide or
electronically generated titles for qualitative observation.
When the combined transmitter and demodulator amplitude versus frequency response and envelope delay are good,
the transient response will be good. Consequently, the transmitter system can be adjusted either in the frequency domain
or the time domain as implied by alternate connections
shown in dashed lines in this diagram.
Figure 2(a) and (b) shows system response to awindow signal and to a2 T sine-squared pulse after the transmitter system had been aligned in the frequency domain. The
2 T pulse is almost perfect. The K factor is approximately 0.3
percent—illustrating that current generation transmitters are
capable of excellent transient response if carefully adjusted.
14/October 1985
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OPENS THE DOOR
FOR PRIVATE CABLE
INSTALLATIONS

TYPICAL SMATV HEADEND

StOC

NEXUS is your key to profitable private cable installations
Operators will find it:
•Extremely reliable

•Very compact

•Easy to install

•Affordable
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NEXUS price-performers include the VM-5 modulator to
put satellite signals onto acable distribution system. Our
NEW CP-5 channel processor is used to add local off-air
signals. The SG-5 stereo generator combined with the
FM-5 audio frequency modulator enables subscribers to
have stereo simulcast or stereo subcarrier services using
their FM receivers.
If you are installing SMATV systems, use NEXUS products
to give you the COMPETITIVE EDGE.
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NEXUS Engineering Corp.
(206) 644-2371
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4181 McCONNELL DRIVE
BURNABY, B.C. V5A 3J7
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NEXUS
ENGINEERING CORP.

PERFORMANCE
YOU CAN 912Z.
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CABLE AND
1E 'T.
Bend it.
Pull it.
Bury it.
No matter how tough you think a cable ought to be, new Supertrunk' is
probably tougher.
In fact, at afull 11
2 inch OD, a550 MHz bandwidth and any amp spacing
/
you're likely to need, Supertrunk is the biggest, toughest, hardest working coax
you can buy.
But, since it has asuper flexible outer conductor, it still handles like most other
point-seven-fives.
So next time you've got too much job for a
6 r
little cable, ask for Supertrunk.1— —
ille
We don't call it that for nothing.
MA-COM Cable Home Group, PO Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28603 800-438-3331, in NC 800-222-6808, telex: 802-166
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Figure 1Block diagram of arrangement for evaluating TV transmitter transient response.
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Tel. 705 324 2196
Telex ,0-6962-860
SIGNAL VISION INC.
22732 B Granite Way.
Laguna Hills.California
92653
Tel. 714.586.3196

Figure 3 shows the transmitter sideband response. The 4.2 MHz low-pass
filter was switched out, but it was
switched in for the transient response
photographs.The unnecessarily strong
market is at 4.2 MHz. The filterplexer
sound notch is obvious. The corresponding overall system video response, measured at the output of the
Rohde & Schwarz (R&S) demodulator is
shown in Figure 4. The dark spaces are
2 and 4 MHz markers. The dip at 0.3
MHz was caused in acurious way by a
defective electrolytic capacitor in the
transmitter. It was repaired before the
2 T pulse photograph of Figure 2was
made. The waveform distortion at 2.2
MHz is caused by quadrature distortion
and the effect of the sound notch on
the second harmonic of 2.2 MHz. It disappears when the demodulator sound
notch is switched out.
Based on somewhat limited experience, we judge that overall results of
transient response improvement are
equally satisfactory, whether the transmitter is equalized in the time domain
or in the frequency domain. We are
speaking of luminance transient response only—not chrominance transient response. The final result of adjustment in the time domain is shown
in Figure 5.

Variations of implied
transmitter transient
response when using
different demodulators
Figure 6 compares the 2 T sinesquared pulse performance of the
transmitter monitored with an R&S
AMF demodulator and aTelemet 4501
demodulator after the transmitter was
adjusted using the R&S demodulator.
The K factor measures approximately
0.3 percent using the R&S demodulator
and approximately 2.1 percent using
the Telemet demodulator.
In order to dispel any notion that this
simply compares the quality of the demodulators, we hasten to call attention
to Figure 7which is the output of the
Telemet demodulator after the transmitter amplitude and delay were optimized with that demodulator.
K measures approximately 0.5 percent
and no doubt could have been trimmed
to the same degree of perfection as
with the R&S demodulator, given
enough time and patience.
What causes the substantial difference in 2 T pulse shape between the
outputs of the two demodulators? It is
mainly due to different weighting of the
lower sideband of the transmitter by
the responses of the demodulators.
Then, when the upper and lower side'
bands are combined in the detector,
they do not yield aflat video frequency
response and constant time delay in the
Communications Engineering & Design

critical region 0.2 to 1.5 MHz.
Figure 8shows the amplitude versus
frequency and delay versus frequency
of the output of the Telemet demodulator, corresponding to a transient response of K=2.1 percent. There is a
broad 1.2 dip in the response and acorresponding 100 ns step in delay at 1.1
MHz.
The transmitter system then was
equalized by peaking 1.2 dB at 1.1 MHz
—selecting the peaking circuit Q to
smoothly fill the observed dip in response. The resulting amplitude and
delay responses are shown in Figure 9.
The system video-in to video-out amplitude response is now ±0.2 dB and the
delay is approximately ±22 ns from 0.2
to 3.58 MHz. This relates to the
2 T sine-squared pulse K factor of approximately 0.5 percent. (Figure 7)
It is worth noting that when the amplitude response was corrected, the delay response was either automatically
corrected or fell into place with aminimum of adjustment. This relationship
has been noticed on more than one occasion and suggests that if adjustments
are carried out in the frequency domain, it is best to adjust the amplitude
response first—then the delay.
The transmitter vestigal sideband
demodulators most widely used in the
United States are the RCA BW-4, the Telemet 4501 and the R&S AMF. Although
the RCA BW-4 is capable of excellent
performance, it uses vacuum tubes and
cannot be regarded as amodern product. Therefore, we are mainly concerned with the characteristics of the
Telemet 4501 and the R&S AMF as they
influence the apparent transmitter system performance. We are even more
concerned with which characteristic
most resembles that of atypical home
receiver.
Figure 10 is required for the discussion that follows. It includes the following:
1) The standard (idealized) transmitter
attenuation (TA) characteristic.
2) The standard (idealized) receiver attenuation (RA) characteristic.
3) Tolerance on attenuation characteristic of R&S AMF and Telemet 4501 visual
demodulators.
4) A measured response of one RCA
BW-4.
5) A measured response of one R&S
AMF.
Fortunately, the R&S AMF and Telemet 4501 visual demodulators have the
same limits on amplitude response, but
not necessarily the same limits on envelope delay, throughout the frequency
band of major concern. Unfortunately,
the tolerances are wide enough to permit appreciable variation between demodulators. Furthermore, the characteristics are seldom checked in the field
to assure that equipments are within
Communications Engineering & Design

tolerance at the time of use.
The RCA BW-4 comes closer to the
idealized RA response than do the
more modern demodulators, and superfically it would appear that this is
better than the 20 percent response
(compared to visual carrier level) at —1
MHz permitted by the tolerances of the
other demodulators. However, when
we consider data on characteristics of
modern receivers, it may be good, either by design or by fortunate circumstance, that visual demodulator lower
sideband response is as high as it is.
When avestigal sideband system was
selected for the United States domestic
television service, standard (idealized)

TA and RA curves were specified. The
intent was that the transmitter should
provide full response throughout the
frequency region in which a properly
designed receiver would have appreciable response and then cutoff sharply at
the channel edge. By avoiding an overlap region in which transmitter and receiver each had unspecified partial response, receivers that produced good
pictures on a double sideband signal
generator could be expected to produce reasonably good pictures on adelay equalized vestigial sideband transmitter.
The full intent of the TA and RA characteristics was never quite realized in

Synco® Products Clean,
Coat, and Protect Connectors
Now available for the cable television
industries exclusively from CWY Electronics
...four top-quality chemical products from
Synco Chemical Corporation, including:
1. Fiber Optic/CATV Splice and
Connector Gel—A new and improved
alternative to silicon grease for protecting
splices, connectors, terminations, and
closures from moisture, mild acids, dust
and dirt. Splice and Connector Gel is
totally waterproof and will not harden, drip,
melt or separate. This fully dielectric
compound meets or exceeds the requirements of MIL-S-8660B, Amend. 3, and is
non-toxic and dermatologically safe.
Comes in a convenient 3oz. tube.

4. Electro Cote—A PTFE compound
that coats cable to reduce insertion
force loads and protect against moisture,
corrosion and electrolytic galvanic
action. Can be used on pin connectors,
couplers, pin tap connectors, transmissive
couplers, body thread on fiber optic
CATV connectors, ceramic and metal.
Electro Cote comes in convenient nonflammable aerosol can.

2. Barrier Cote—A fortified version of
Splice and Connector Gel that prevents
oxidation and corrosion in a convenient
non-flammable aerosol form. Use Barrier
Cote to protect any kind of outside
electronics or pedestal interior splices.
Barrier Cote can be sprayed directly
on whatever you need to protect.
3. Cable Cleaner—In convenient nonflammable aerosol form, designed to
clean any kind of cable and to clean
splice closures, termination blocks,
panel boards, PC boards and other
electronics. Cable Cleaner will not affect
polymers used in cable construction.

CWY maintains a complete inventory of
top-quality products for cable applications.
For application assistance or further information regarding these and other products
from CWY, write or call toll-free today.
Not just supplies.
Solutions.

CWY
P.O. Box 4519
Laf ette, IN 47903
317748-1611
Call Toll-Free:
1-800-428-7596
Indiana:
1-800-382-7526
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Figure 2System response to sine-squared pulse and bar. Transmitter
aligned in frequency domain. (a) 2 Tsine-squared pulse. (b) 20-ers
white bar.

lished data such as that reproduced in Figure 11. The data for
these figures were extracted from the supplemental comments of the National Cable Television Association (NCTA)
before the FCC in connection with aproposed rulemaking.'
Since the main concern of that report was adjacent channel
selectivity, it is not certain that the inband data were precisely
plotted. Also, as pointed out in the reference, each curve was
from one sample only of the designated model and is not necessarily representative of the norm of that model.
Data from the NCTA report has been redrawn in Figure 11
on alinear scale with visual carrier at 100 percent as an aid in
estimating video response at the output of the second detector. Video amplifier response is not included.
Figure 12 is acomposite curve of one each of several gener-

practice. Until recently, transmitters tended to roll off on the
lower sideband to approximately —3.0 dB, or sometimes more,
at —0.75 MHz below visual carrier. Correspondingly, and for
valid reasons, receivers do not attenuate sufficiently to have
insignificant response below —0.75 MHz. Consequently, there
is overlap in lower sideband attenuation and, owing to the lack
of standards in this region, all good receivers do not have
good transient response on all good transmitters.
Published information on receiver attenuation characteristics is scanty, but inferences from observed transient response lend credence to the general characteristics of pub-

AUTOMATIC
VIDEO LEVEL STABILITY
The VC-2500P automatically corrects
the video output of satellite receivers,
VCR's, TV cameras, etc The AGC
circuit maintains aconstant 1V P-P
video level When multiple video
sources with different levels are
being switched into acommon load,
the VC-2500P will smooth out these
level differences The VC-2500P also
completely regenerates all

synchronizing and blanking signals
This will solve most stability
problems such as jitter, bending, and
rolling
The VC-2500P prevents over/under
modulation level problems in CATV
and !MTV systems and solves
potential stability problems at the
same time The unit is also
invaluable for maintaining levels and

stability in video tape duplication and
CCTV surveillance systems Available
in NTSC and PAL The NTSC price is
only $495.00 Call or write for
literature
ICM VIDEO
701 WEST SHERIDAN AVENUE •
P.O. BOX 26330
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73126
(800) 426-9825 TOLL FREE

VIDEO
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Behind every Panasonic cable converter
lies 25 years of cable know-how.

Cameras. Switchers. Monitors. Video
recorders. You name it. For over
two decades Panasonic has been
supplying high- quality video
components to both the broadcast
and cable industries. In fact, we've
been supplying CATV converter
components for years.
But cable know-how is just one
reason to install Panasonic CATV
converters. There's also the reliability
you and your subscribers expect
from Panasonic.
For your subscribers who want

remote contro, there's aPanasonic
converter with afull-function infra-red
control unit that fits snugly on the
converter when it's not in use. You can
also give them 15-channel memory for
easy tuning. Two-speed up and down
channel scanning. Even an optional
parental guidance key for controlling
the channels children watch.
No matter which Panasonic converter you choose, you'll discover
that it pays to buy CATV converters
from Panasonic. After ail, we've
been cable ready for years.

For more information, call
Panasonic at (201) 392-4109 or
contact one of these Panasonic
CATV distributors.
Cable TV Supply Company
1-800-241-2332
S.A.L. Communications
1-800-645-9062

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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(a)

Figure 3Transmitter sideband response associated with waveforms of
Figure 2(a) and (b). Marker at 4.2 MHz. Notch at 4.5 MHz.
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Figure 4System overall video response: transmitter in to demodulator
out. This response relates to waveforms of Figure 2(a) and (b). Dark
bands are 2-MHz markers.

Figure 5 System response to 2 T sine-squared pulse. Transmitter adjusted in the time domain. Compare to Figure 2(a).
22/October 1985

MOM

(b)
Figure 6 2 T sine-squared pulse response of system. Transmitter
equalized in frequency domain using AMF demodulator. (a) Output
of R&S AMF demodulator. (b) Output of Telemet 4501 demodulator.

Figure 7 2 T sine-squared pulse response of system. Transmitter
equalizer in frequency domain with Telemet 4501 demodulator.
Communications Engineering & Design
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One call to Channel Master®
uncomplicates
CARS-Band Microwave
Micro-Beam:TM Simply amazing performance
AND service for as little as $47,000
Why waste time wondering if broadband microwave
relay could open the door to cost-effective expansion for your cable system? Get the FACTS from
Channel Master®. Our Micro-Beam" specialists offer
more services AT NO COST to clients than anyone
else in the business.
Best of all, Channel Master® Micro-Beam" specialists
are with you every step of the way— system
planning, installation, quality assurance and service.
We even offer extended warranties on Micro-Beam TM
products for EXTRA security.
Micro BeamTM systems are available in 300 MHz and
450 MHz Models, and can be configured in many
ways to meet YOUR system's needs. If system
expansion can make your system more profitable,
call the people who care as much about your
operation as you do—CHANNEL MASTER®.
M

Channel'Waste?...

of Avnet, Inc.
Industrial Park Drive, Smithfield, N.C. 27577 • (919) 934-9711
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Micro-Beam .
' transmits up to 60 channels from a
simple tower-mounted unit—no air-conditioned buildings. extensive waveguide or expensive klystron amps.

(b)

(a)
Figure 8 System

response, transmitter input to demodulator output,
corresponding to pulse response Figure 6(b). (a) Amplitude versus frequency response. Note dip in response at 1.1 MHz. (b) Envelope delay. Beats are 1MHz interval markers. Bright dots are 100-ns calibration marks. Note 100 ns step at 1.1 MHz.
ations of RCA color sets. It is not an accurate mean curve. The
measurements were made by different engineers, using different techniques, in different locations, at different times, for
different purposes. Relative to visual carrier, the response at
—1 MHz for all the data shown in Figures 11 and 12 ranged
from 6to 30 percent. In keeping with the spirit of the standard
RA response, it should have been nearly 0 percent (say less
than 2percent).
We looked at the transmitter transient response on aSony

REVOLUTIONARY! -A TRUE TDR
(ségNLY5oo
\ COMPLETE

1

2

3

receiver coupled to the antenna transmission line at atransmitter site. The Sony receiver had aconvenient video output
connection and worked well in the transmitter room environment.
The 2 T sine-squared pulse and bar response are shown in
Figure 13. The transmitter had been adjusted for excellent
transient response as displayed on the station monitor using
an R&S demodulator.
Next, the transmitter system was adjusted (predistorted) using aDatatek time-domain equalizer to optimize the transient
response at the output of the Sony receiver. Now, except for
the poorly equalized 4.2 MHz system cutoff ringing, the transient response is good. (Figure 14)
We have not attempted to experimentally compare the tranContinued on page 52

Lasting
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Guaranteed 1 Full Year
MODEL 2901A •TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER •CABLE FAULT LOCATOR

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE
"An instrument you can find fault with
Bill Ewing, President of Western CATV Distribu-

Distri buted by:tors Inc. congratulates

Avtek Inc. on its name
change to Riser-Bond Instruments.

ustunn Calm
3430 FUJITA AVENUE
TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 90505-4078
(213) 539-8030
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Alpha
standby power
Reliable Standby Power will leave alasting image on your
subscriber's TV set.
Let Standby Power help cure your outage problems, not
create them. Use Alpha Standby Power supplies. They last!
Represented in your area by:
MNALNOSOIA, A&M COMMUNICATIONS (612) 920-5215 •MI,IN,KY,11,0H,MOKS R ALAN COMMUNICATIONS (317) 849-7572 •TX,AR,LA,OK CABLE TV SERVICES (214) 494-3348 •WA.11/MTOR, BILL DONALDSON CO
YOUR BEST BUY
(206) 745-3454 •GA.FL,NOSCAL.MSJN, MICRO-SAT S/E, INC
IN THE LONG RUN
(404) 9711021 •PA,NJ,DE.MDVA, NCS INDUSTRIES (215)
657-4690 •NY,NH,ME.VT,CT,MA.111, B.F. TECHNOLOGIES (516)
623-5899 •AZ.NM,UT,COWY, WESTEC COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
(602)948-4484. CA,NV, (707) 255-2010 •CA,NV. (714) 521-9833
•DISTRIBUTED BY ANIXTER COMMUNICATIONS 800-323-8166

ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES (206) 671-7703
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Your next trencher.
If it isn't aCase,
here's what you'll be missing.
Total control.
Case offers you standard dual hydrostatic
drive — one to power attachments, one for
ground drive. Power metering for both functions
is direct and extremely precise. Each
system is independent of the
other, so you can vary
ground speed to accommodate soil conditions
without disturbing your
plow or chainline
speed—or vice
versa.
Hydraulically
articulated steering
lets you maneuver
easily, too.

The other half of the warranty.
Most manufacturers back their trenchers with
aninety-day warranty on parts only. But the
warranty on Case trenchers covers both parts
and labor for six months. Your Case dealer also
offers one-stop service.

Isolated plow vibration.
Ourunique eight-point
suspension and hinged
drop chute with removI-- able gate isolate vibration from the machine
and cable. Service
loops can be restrung
without cutting or splicing. And only Case offers
afront trencher, rear
plow combination.

Underground versatility.
Your Case trencher is more than just atrencher with our backhoe, Hydra-borer ® or cable
layer attachments. Case versatility also lets you
mount most of these primary tools front or back.
Maneuverability. Warranty. Faster restringing.
Attachments. Four Case advantages.
See your Case dealer today and get the
trenching edge that comes with aCase.
JICase

A Tenneco Company

700 State Street Racine, WI 53404 U.S.A.

Building On Quality'
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TV signal quality
By Norman Weinhouse,
Norman Weinhouse Associates

The cable industry is one whose origins
include risk-taking entrepreneurs who
were not thwarted by the combined
efforts of giants such as the broadcast,
utility and telephone industries. It now
has reached the point where cable
passes about 70% of all television
households in the United States; and it
is estimated that by 1990, 87% will be
passed by cable.' The pioneers' faith
seems to have been rewarded, and the
future looks good for the industry.
However, there is one area where the
cable industry too often has been
negligent: quality. Why for example, do
the modern urban systems have only
20% to 30% penetration, rendering
them of questionable financial viability?
Part of the reason is the quality
provided. Furthermore, Idon't detect
forward looking activity in the industry
to make ameaningful improvement in
quality in order to differentiate cable
from other delivery technologies. It
appears that some of our original
pioneering spirit is needed. The means
currently exist and cable is anatural
medium to provide atruly enhanced
television experience.
The word "quality" is so highly
subjective as to be virtually
meaningless. Unfortunately, in the
cable industry there exists asituation
which, for want of abetter term, Icall
the "Good Enough Syndrome." This
syndrome pervades, and it is usually
(too often) exercised by non-technical
managers. However, even sharp
technical people also suffer from it. It
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has its roots in the old "Mom and Pop"
days when cable started as primarily a
quasi-rural service to people that were
ill served or had no television at all. In
those days it made sense. At arecent
convention, one highly respected cable
engineer told me: "I can rest easy
because all of the technical problems in
cable have been solved. The remaining
problems are marketing and financially
related." This attitude seems to me to
be ostrich-like and, if continued, will
lead cable to doom.
We are not talking here about quality
as amere "cleaning up" of cable
systems. Cable engineers know how to
do this. Some systems are clean. In fact,
many are clean and provide asignal
that would look better if better TV sets
were used in the home. However, the
current "Good Enough Syndrome" is
applied to the lowest grade of home
receivers. The up-scale models, defined
as 25-inch or larger CRTs or projection
types, show up cable system
deficiencies dramatically. Models with
comb filters and/or digital video circuits
are, in general, not well served by
cable. In fact, these up-scale models
also reveal deficiencies in the current
TV standards.

Resolution

we live with today were developed back
in the 1930s, and compatible color
standards were adopted in the early
1950s.
There is ageneral recognition in the
television infrastructure that new
standards are needed and that the
public will be well served by doing so.
The Advanced Television Standards
Committee (ATSC) was started in
September 1983. This effort is
sponsored by 1) National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB), 2) National Cable
Television Association (NCTA), 3)
Electronic Industries Association (EIA),
4) Society of Motion Picture and
Television' Engineers (SMPTE)and 5)
Institute of Electronic and Electrical
Engineers (IEEE). It is funded by
corporations and other entities
interested in television. NAB is the
driving force, and the ATSC staff is
housed at NAB headquarters in
Washington, D.C. Meetings of the
board of ATSC and main committee
meetings are at the NAB offices. The
goal of ATSC is the promulgation of
new voluntary standards.
Cable participation in ATSC has been
minimal. Vendors (equipment and
programs) are participants, but
operators are not too active. Because of
current shortages in technical staff,

Fortunately, television imaging
quality can be defined quasiobjectively. In the absence of
anomalies (such as ghosts or beats
caused by transmission) and artifacts
(inherent in format), quality can be
defined in terms of "lines of
resolution." The present 525 line,
interlaced NTSC signal with 4.2 MHz
bandwidth ideally can produce about
280 effective lines of both horizontal
and vertical resolution. Anyone who
has seen European television (625 line
interlaced; 5MHz bandwidth) knows
what adramatic improvement in visual
satisfaction comes from even a20%
increase in resolution. The standards
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THE DRAKE PROFESSIONALS
Thousands of CATV, SMATV,
and broadcast operators
everywhere have placed
their trust in DRAKE's
professional equipment —
and for good reason. Our
name has been synonymous
with excellence and reliability
in the communications field
for many, many years.
And this proud tradition
continues with our
professional VM2410
Modulator and ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver.
Operated together or
separately, the VM2410 and
ESR2240 are an unbeatable
choice for solid dependability
and performance.

The DRAKE VM2410
Modulator
With the Drake VM2410 a
single modulator provides 60
channel frequency agility. A
simple push of abutton will
set the VM2410 output to any
VHF Broadcast, Mid-Band,
Super-Band and Ultra-Band
channel up to 400 MHz.The
VM2410 also features video
low pass and IF SAW filtering
for reliable operation in the
most crowded systems. A full
57 dBmV output ensures
maximum performance.

The DRAKE ESR2240
Earth Station Receiver
A true step ahead in design
technology. Some of the
ESR2240's outstanding
features include fully
synthesized transponder and
subcarrier selection, block
down conversion with our
BDC-24 Block Converter or
LNB, IF loop-through for
easy multiple receiver
installation, SAW filtering for
maximum interference
rejection and adjacent
channel performance, full
signal metering on front
panel — and much more.

When the bottom line is reliability, long-term service,
and simple peace of mind — demand a DRAKE!
Call or write us today for more
information

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
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NCTA has not been as active as it would
like. It would appear prudent for cable
to take amore active role in this effort
which could affect cable's future.
Of the 525 lines in NTSC, 481 are
active. At optimum viewing distance,
the interlace creates asubjective (Kell)
factor of about 0.6, which gives an
effective resolution of about 280 lines in
vertical space. In the horizontal space,
resolution is determined by the
luminance bandwidth. Most TV sets
have only 3MHz of bandwidth in the
luminance (Y) channel to eliminate
cross color artifacts. Those sets with
comb filters theoretically can improve
the resolution. The range is about 200
to 300 effective lines in the horizontal.
This is what we are living with today.
The broadcasting authority of Japan
(NHK) developed ahigh definition
television (HDTV) system in the late
1970s and started to demonstrate it in
1979. This system is totally noncompatible with NTSC and has
resolution of about 650 effective lines,
both horizontal and vertical, with a
screen aspect ratio of 5:3 as opposed to
NTSC's 4:3. Those who have seen these
demonstrations generally agree that
the quality is equivalent to 35 mm film.
In fact, this was recently verified by a
CBS experiment where 35 mm
theatrical film was defined in terms of
lines of resolution.'

Once the public is
exposed to a truly
high-quality
television signal,
even the so-called
"low-end"
customer will
upgrade to this
visual experience.
The price paid for this resolution in
the Japanese system in horrendous in
terms of studio equipment to generate
the 1125 line interlace and in
bandwidth (for transmission). The
luminance bandwidth is 20 MHz and
the chrominance bandwidth is 10 MHz.
However, there are some interesting
things coming out of ATSC.
ATSC is organized with three major
subcommittees. They are:
• Improved compatible 525-line NTSC
• Enhanced 525-line systems
• HDTV
For the improved NTSC, proposed
enhancements involve: a) TV sets with

Why buy
3 tools
when 1tool
does it
all?
The Cable Prep
SCT/QR series tool

is specially designed to prepare the
Quantum Reach .. (QRTM) coaxial cable
manufactured by M/A-Com
Comm/Scope. The precision tool will
leave cable fully prepared for the connector by stripping the outside jacket, coring
the dielectric foam, and stripping the
aluminum sheath—all in one quick
operation. All jacket stripping and coring
is done to the manufacturer's specifications to accommodate LAC, Gilbert and
PP.C.'s connectors.

In the area of enhanced 525-line
systems, the main thrust has been in
applications involving Direct Broadcast
by Satellite (DÉS). The viable proponent
systems in this area are Time
Multiplexed Component (TMQ,
sometimes called MAC.
In the HDTV area, adigital studio
standard has been decided on, and
several compatible and noncompatible systems are being
proposed.
ATSC expects to continue its work for
another three years, at which time
some new, voluntary standards will
emerge.

Recommendations
The time is right for acable company
to step forward in the pioneering spirit
formerly exhibited by the industry and
announce an enhanced or highdefinition service directed to the upscale customer. Pick asystem that most
closely fits acable plant. TV set
manufacturers soon will have an
appropriate set to fit the system.
Likewise, some premium programmer(s) will rise to the occasion.
It also is my judgment that once the
public is exposed to atruly high quality
television signal, even the so-called
"low-end" customer will upgrade to
this visual experience. Cable has the
clout to determine what the TV
standards will be for the next 30 to 50
years. CED

References
'"Cable Stats," Cable Vision, August 12,
1985, p. 48.
Kaiser, Mahler and McMann, SMPTE
Journal, June 1985, p. 4.

Correction

The SCT/QR provides acost-efficient
perfect cable trim everytime.

BEN HUGHES

COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO.

304 BOSTON POST ROAD, P.O. BOX AS,
OLD SAYBROOK, Cr 06475 (203) 388-3559
Reader Service Number 29
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frame store and motion compensation
to allow progressive scan in the set
from an input which is interlaced.
Demonstrations have shown a
remarkable improvement in vertical
resolution; and b) horizontal resolution
improvements usually are
accompanied by some sort of
augmentation channel, either in band
or out of band. These improvements
have not yet been demonstrated.

In the August issue of CED, the model
name for Jerrold's modulator was incorrectly listed as C4MS/C4MPS. The correct identification is C4APC. The output
channels for the H-band should read 286H instead of 2-69H. Also listed incorrectly was the RF output level. The correct level is +60 dBmV and the spurious output is —60 dB at +60 dBmV
output. CED apologizes for any inconvenience or confusion this may have
caused.
Communications Engineering & Design

At Last!

Standby Power Supplies
That Set aNew Standard in Reliability -98.5%
Power supplies from Data Transmission Devices
guarantee better performance in two new ways
Patented Charging System
Charge detection and temperature sensing
circuitry monitors the environment and
precisely controls the battery charge state.
•Doubles battery life
•Saves thousands of dollars on replacement
batteries

Modular Construction
Two complete, independent power supplies
in aspecially designed cabinet switch automatically from normal to standby when utility
power fails.
•Lowest failure rate in the industry
•Easy to service, no training required
•Upgradable when you add subscribers
Our 24-amp power supply shows modular construction. Also available are 12- and 18-amp models.

In 1971 our chief engineer designed and manufactured the very first normal/standby
power supplies for the cable TV industry and also designed the power supplies for
the Gemini Space Capsule. We are the experts. Let us tell you why reliability
doesn't have to decline when you install astandby power supply!
Call or write for more information

D ataTransmissionD evices
65 Walnut Street
Peabody, Massachusetts 01960
617-532-1884
Reader Service Number 30

The cable television industry has long recognized the profitthey model all the standard features of a single-line analog
ability of impulse pay-per-view (PPV). This innovative service
telephone. When connected to a PBX or central office with
creates a challenging environment for cable TV operators
custom calling features, avoice response system can provide
who seek to seize the unpredictable pay-per-view market segcall transfer and live agent transfer capabilities. This means
ment while maintaining ahigh level of customer satisfaction.
unattended 24-hour operation, with incoming calls being disIncreasingly, voice response is sparking interest with cable
persed intelligently. Joint testing has certified the compatibiltelevision system operators and vendors as an effective and
ity of FTC voice response systems with the telephone switcheconomical way to cash in on the revenue opportunities of
ing equipment from AT&T. PTC also has installed its equipPPV. Voice response satisfies the impulse viewing nature of
ment to work with Rolm, Northern Telecom, Rockwell and
the subscriber by letting her select aspecial program right up
many other PBX manufacturers. A voice response system can
until airtime, simply by using the touch-tone phone. At the
reduce dedicated line requirements and increase utilization
same time, it significantly reduces the staffing requirement‘,
by consolidating departments and multiple applications on a
for cable operators by autocommon WATS line.
mating the entire order transThe cable that connects
action. Certain voice rethe voice response system to
sponse systems even have
the host computer is an RSthe ability to automatically
232C null modem cable, so
transfer the hesitant user to a
the system communicates
live operator.
with the cable operator's
Along the spectrum of imhost computer by emulating
pulse PPV systems and techastandard data terminal connologies, voice response lies
nected to an ordinary termidway between hybrid teleminal line. The system comphone-cable systems and
municates to the external
ANI (Automatic Number
world via aserial line unit on
Identification) systems. Simia module meeting RS-423
lar to a hybrid system, voice
specs, and it is RS-232C comresponse uses acable operapatible.
tor's existing broadband
The main elements of the
coaxial cable for downstream
voice response system are
communication and uses the
the voice board, the phone
telephone company's lines
board and the operating softfor the return link to the ofware program. The voice
fice.
board is at the heart of the
Unlike a hybrid system, a
system. It functions to revoice response system is ontrieve the digitally encoded
line and fully interactive with
vocabulary from adisk drive
an in-house computer billing
at system boot and store it in
system. The order, fulfillRAM. During normal operament and account adjusttion, the voice board dement are processed in real
codes and outputs the vocabtime. Essentially, a voice reulary.
By Leon Ferber,
sponse system, sitting beThe phone board enables
Perception Technology
tween the computer and the
realtime database interaction
phone lines, eliminates the
through DTMF coding and
bottlenecks associated with
decoding which is passed on
PPV order entry by enabling
to the host computer as a
the subscriber to interact didata stream. The phone
rectly with the cable office's
board interfaces the voice rein-house computer via any
sponse system to the data
touch-tone phone.
access arrangements which
Perception Technology
then connect to the telemanufactures voice response
phone lines. Speech output
peripherals used by such cafrom the voice board is proble system operators as Cox Cable and Group W Cable to processed by the phone board and spoken to the user over the
vide PPV services to their subscribers. PTC's voice response
telephone line in anatural-sounding, digitized voice.
systems fully automate PPV order entry and, in conjunction
The voice of the system is produced by acombination of
with an in-house billing system, authorize the service, keep
hardware and operating software. The vocabulary of avoice
track of the activity on the subscriber's file, arrange for proper
response system is made up of arecorded human voice that is
billing and signal the addressable converter to activate the
digitized and stored in small units of words and phrases.
transmission to the proper home at the proper time.
These atoms, as they are called, then are combined, on comFTC's voice response products, the BT-II, VOCOM Iand
mand from the host-resident application program, to form
AudioText 1, consist of proprietary software, hardware and
specific word sequences and sentence formations. The applidigitized speech designed around asuper-minicomputer. The
cation program may be written in virtually any programming
systems use acommon data entry/voice response engine to
language. Currently, programs exist in C, Basic, Cobol, Dibol
translate dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) signals into ASCII
and Fortran.
character stream, and multiplex from 8to 32 telephone lines
Customized script preparation entails athorough study of
into asingle data terminal line. All FTC systems interface with
actual live agent order entry interaction so as to emulate the
telephone lines through an FCC-approved coupler plugged
interaction on paper. FTC works with acustomer throughout
into astandard phone jack.
the vocabulary recording process to ensure the pronunciaThe systems also enhance the functioning of PBXs because
tions and inflections of the vocabulary are to customer satis-

vo ice
resp onse
IP PV
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ONLY ONE CAMERA SHOOTS
THIS WELL IN 2FOOTCANDLES.
IMAGINE HOW IT SHOOTS
IN BROAD DAYLIGHT.
The Panasonic"' N-3
NiteHawk".' It's one of
akind because it's the only camera
with three Newvicore tubes. And
that means you get outstanding
picture quality under awide variety
of lighting conditions.
When you're shooting at night .
or in dimly lit locations, as in the
simulated example above, the N-3's
ea"tete
-"1"

1

unique combination of three 1
2"
/
Newvicon tubes lets you make the
most of available light by providing
bright, natural video images.
In sunlight and in the studio the
N-3 continues to shine with 600
lines horizontal resolution. An
impressive S/N ratio. As well as
minimal lag, burn-in, comet tailing
and geometric distortion. What's

more, the N-3 has all the professional features you'd expect from
the broad line of Panasonic threetube cameras.
Still, with all the N-3 has going
for it, there's another bright spot.
Its price.
Audition the NiteHawk and see
why from sunlight to night light no
other camera can hold acandle to it.

For more information, call your nearest Panasonic regional office: Northeast: (201) 348-7620. Southeast: (404) 925-6835.
Midwest: (312) 981-4826. Southwest: (214) 257-0763. West: (714) 895-7200. Northwest: (206) 251-5209.

Panasonic

Industrial Company
Jim
Reader Service Number 31

The $14•1
SOLUTION.!.
TO CABLE PIRAC
8110110.1" ..e

faction. The original vocabulary and one subsequent change
are included in the system purchase price, and future
changes are provided by PIC for $500. Independently, cable
companies are able to change and generate new vocabulary
through the purchase of a speech development package
(SDP).
Business Systems Inc., application specialist to the cable
television industry, integrates PTC's voice response peripherals with their computerized management system to offer cable operators atotally interactive system. BSI provides atotal
turnkey PPV system including a super-minicomputer that
gathers all the necessary billing information from the order
entry and generates timely invoices. BSI also provides the
software and hardware interface to the voice response system
and the headend processor.

LAS CONTROL

Application
In atypical application, asubscriber dials the designated
order number and is greeted by the voice response system.
After asking the caller to enter an authorization code and an
account number, voice response lists the services offered together with their corresponding touch-tone key. For example:
"To view The Return of the Jedi, press 1followed by the star
key; to view the Holmes-Cooney rematch, press 2followed by
the star key; to speak to a customer service representative,
press 3followed by the star key; to check your account balance, press 7followed by the star key; to place an equipment
service request, press 5followed by the star key."
Because the voice response system is tied to the billing
computer by a direct line interface, the system is able to
check the billing file to ensure current payment. If the subscriber does not have agood credit rating, the system can be
programmed to respond with the message, "I'm sorry; we are
unable to authorize your service at this time. Please call during normal business hours." Or the call can be transferred to
alive customer service agent for credit follow-up. If the subscriber's account is current, the service is authorized. The account is adjusted to reflect the pay service, and the signal is
sent to the headend which activates the transmission to the
subscriber.
If an error is made or if, after a predetermined length of

Electroline's Addressable System (EAS) is the
solution to signal piracy
and equipment theft. EAS
provides 'Off-Premises'
control of cable television
signals. This enables you to
initiate and terminate all subscriber services from your office.
As aresult, piracy and equipment
theft are virtually eliminated. EAS can
be used for apartments, hotels,
hospitals, or for any other application
where management of cable services is
needed. EAS increases
profits by providing
'Pay-Per-View'
capability, program
service tiers, and
by reducing the need
for service personnel
to connect or
disconnect
subscribers.

Basic
Service
•
•Based

$ 1.4 25 drop'

Basic
1Tier &

PAY-PER-VIEW ORDER FLOW

23 per drop'

ration and number gscribelil
CONVI Rif R
CONTROLLI R

join the growing list of customers who rely on our expertise
and specialized services.
Electroline will help you to
define your requirements
and provide operational
solutions.

Tt II PHONI
msom
VOCONI I

BILLING
AND
ADMINISTRATION
CPU

EAS- THE PROFIT MAKER
IAUNT ,.

LET US SHOW YOU HOW!

ELECTROLINE

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT INC
8750, 8th Ave., Ville St. Michel
Montreal, Quebec H1Z 2W4
(514) 374-6335

AUNT
CRt

0

0

CABLE LOCATION
SUBSCRIBERS

PROPOSED SYSTEM
TRANSMISSION TO
CONVERTER CONTROLLER

Reader Service Number 32
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Razor Blade or Support Strap...

SACHS CONSTRUCTION ITEMS
Cable } SC-05
- 10"
Support
SC-06
- 16"
Straps
SC-062 - 22"
Lashing Wire Clamp - SC-07

STAINLESS STEEL (kinks/sharp edges) or
SPECIAL ALUMINUM ALLOY (safe/malleable)?
SUPPORT STRAPS
SC-05 SC-06 SC-062

LASHING WIRE CLAMP
SC-07

SAFE — no sharp edges to cut
installer's hands or trunk cable.
• ONE PIECE construction.
• EASY installation.
• Excellent corrosion resistance, equal to
or better than stainless steel
(Life expectancy far exceeds 30 years).
• Special malleable alloy facilitates
threading.
• REUSABLE — see photos at right.
• More durable than plastic or other such
materials.

• Hot dipped galvanized steel.
• UNIQUE claw design.
• NO rotational or
lateral movement.
• GOOF-PROOF installation.
• Patented design.
• Uses standard 7/16" nut
driver tool or SACHS SC-50
combination hex socket
wrench (7/16" & 3/8")

ALL SACHS PRODUCTS ARE MADE TO BE SECURITY ORIENTED,
LABOUR SAVING AND LONG LASTING FOR OVERALL COST EFFICIENCY.

Kinked or bent strap.

Straighten on strand.

OUR BEST PROOF IS STILL YOUR OWN EVALUATION. TRY THEM!

FREE SAMPLES WITH EACH INQUIRY.
(Specify size of strap)

CII SACHS

Communications Inc.,

30 West Service Road, Champlain N.Y. 12919-9703
In Canada: 2095 Chartier Avenue, Dorval, Que H9P 1H3

FOR MORE INFORMATION,

CALL TOLL FREE

IN CANADA: CALL (514) 636-6560

Reader Service Number 33

80

0-361-3685

Ready for use again.

Voice response satisfies the
impulse viewing nature of the
subscriber by letting her select
aspecial program right up until
airtime, simply by using the
touch-tone phone.
time (for example, five seconds), a caller hasn't used the
touch-tone keys in response to aprompt, the system can reissue the prompt, deliver an error message or automatically
transfer the call to a live agent to complete the transaction.
This function usually is programmed on the host by means of
atime-out option that alerts the host of the need to prompt
for input or to dial alive agent.

Benefits and costs
The benetits to a cable operator are evident. Pay-per-view
with voice response helps optimize the performance of customer service representatives by improving response time
and productivity, while simultaneously allowing for increased
call volume from subscribers without the need for an agent.
In this way, voice response complements an existing subscriber network by automating the communication between subscribers and the cable operator. Customer service is im-

proved, as is overall system management and the administration of accounts. Viewer selectivity is heightened and refined,
providing MSOs with programming preference. Revenue opportunities are multiplied and productivity is increased while
labor costs go down. The system is on-line, so information is
accurate and current and, because only one port is tied, the
strain on the CPU is minimal.
The cost of avoice response system is contingent upon the
number of telephone lines required to handle the call volume
and the amount of vocabulary needed to create the script.
Costs for acable company may range substantially dependent
also upon existing computer capabilities. For a cable company with its own billing system and headend interface, a
minimum system cost might be close to $40,000. For amore
complicated and complete system, including a super-minicomputer, custom software and speech development package, the cost might reach $150,000. CEO

Protect Pre-amps & Processors, Clean Up Modulators

Bandpass Filters For Any Channel
Suppresses

FAST!

Adjacent

READY TO ORDER?

Channels

Call our special direct CATV ordering line

1-800-525-5571

20 dB Min.
3303-(channel)
Rush delivery available
Special outside housing available

24 hours a day, 7days a week
(NY/HI/AK/CAN call Ileen collect 315-437-3953,8-5 EST)

The standard for over 3500 systems•

NEED TECHNICAL HELP OR A SPECIAL?
Channels
2-13
A-2 to W

Price Only

Delivery

$165.00
195.00

1 week
1 week

•Prevents pre-amp overload •Pre-selects processors
•Cleans up modulators
Cost effective design and outstanding performance put this
bandpass filter at the top-of-the-line of afamily of filters evolved for CATV over the past decade.
The 3303 superselective bandpass filter is at work in over
3500 CATV systems nationwide, including Jones Intercable,
Newchannels and ATC, solving interference problems and
preserving picture quality.
Join our growing number of satisfied customers — order
your 3303 today!
Reader Service Number 34

Microwave Filter Company, Inc.
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Call Jean Dickinson or Glyn Bostick
Toll free 1-800-448-1666 (8-5 EST)
NY/HI/AK/CAN collect 315-437-5953 (8-5 EST)

Send for FREE catalog CI84
All of our bandpass filters are fully described in free catalog
C/84, which also includes:
• Channel Deletion Filters
......,..-..--1•,^
-,. ......,,,te........
• Pay TV Traps
r
...,.:-•,..t... "" ---.
• Co-Channel Eliminators
• Band Separation Filters
• General Purpose Filters
• Reprocessing Networks & MORE!
4...".

e.

•

-

Call or write for your copy today!

6743 Kinne Street

E. Syracuse, N.Y. 13057
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MULTI-BEAM FEEDS
• Maximize your programming capability, by
receiving Galaxy I, Satcom Ill R, Comstar D-4,
Westar 5 and Spacenet with the use of one dish.
s Add to system revenues, through tier expansion.
• Eliminate additional land acquisition and the
installation costs of multiple dishes, while increasing
your earth station investment.

MULTI-DISH?
OR
MULTI-FEED?
The Rainbow Multi-Beam Feed allows you up to
5 prime focus feeds, depending on the size of e
your antenna.
For a complete list of antennas that can be retrofitted
call or write:

Distrigute

Attn: Brian Wilkes
734 N. 3rd St. •Suite 417
P.O. Box 395 Leesburg, FL 32748
(904) 326-8030

Tele-wire Suppl
7Michael Ave. ,
E. Farmingdale, NY 11
800-645-9510
Reader Service Number 35
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Figure 11 aRF-IF attenuation characteristics of sample TV receivers'.

Continued on page 64

General representative
for Europe: Catec AG
Luzern/Switzerland,
Habsburgerstr 22.
Tel. 041-23-90-56
Telex: TELFI 78168
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Now subscribers can disappear for an evening
and still use their VCR with Cable
,r

Cable and VCRs. They are now trying to exist
together in millions of subscribers' homes. And until
now, taping cable programs with aVCR has been a
costly and inconvenient chore for subscribers.
That's why we designed every BA-5000 addressable converter with abuilt-in VCR timer —not as an
expensive add-on or ineffective timer in the remote.
Even your subscribers without remotes can simply
program their timer with the converter's set-top
keypad.
The easy, self-prompting timer is addressably controlled from the headend. You decide how and when
to market this revenue generating service.
Call us toll-free at 800-421-6450 and we'll give you
the 24 other reasons why the BA-5000 is the fastest
growing addressable converter in the industry.

PIONEER®
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS; OF AMERICA, INC.

2200 Dividend Drive, Columbus, Ohio 43228
Outside Ohio, 1-800-421-6450
© 1985, Pioneer Communications of America, Inc.

Reader Service Number 39

(614) 876-0771

Brian James
Director of Engineering
NCTA

S. Lishenin3 promoion
"Dittel Oasts
tutu
iiodends
unding/6-9, iNCIA o

"CED's policy of printing anumber of articles each month on acurrent
issue provides system engineers with the background necessary to
make informed decisions."

CED

The Engineer's Most Valuable Tool
International Thomson Communications Inc.
600 Grant Street
Suite 600
Denver. CO 80203
(303) 860-0111

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES/HELP WANTED

Baker.Scott
aco.

1259 Route 46

EXECUTIVE SEARCH

Parsippany, NJ 07054

201 2613355

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TV/BROADCAST

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION

DIVISION

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT, COAST TO COAST
Call or write in CONFIDENCE

FEE PAID

"WE DON'T TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER

CAB LE SEARCH
ASSOCIATES

PUBLIC NOTICE
The City of Cerritos, CA with a population
of 55,220 announces it will except applications for construction and, or operation,
and, or maintenance of a telecommunications/cable communication system to
serve the City's residents and institutions.
Applications must be submitted by November 15, 1985. A formal Request for Proposal has been issued, copies of which
may be obtained by contacting;
Mr. John H. Saunders
Director of Internal Affairs
Civic Center, Bloomfield Ave.
at 183rd Street
P.O. Box 306
Cerritos, CA 90701

Professional Search
and Placement
Engineering
Management
Technicians

Sales
Marketing
Construction

Call or Write
WICK KIRBY
(312) 389-2620
Telex: 720-462
P.O. Box 2347, Naperville, IL 60565

I
SPECIAL CLOSEOUTS!

ATTENTION CATV
BENCH TECH'S!
NOW YOU HAVE A "DYNAMIC"
SOURCE FOR CATV EQUIPMENT AND
COMPONENTS!
MOTOROLA AND TRW HYBRIDS—
huge stock. (For Jerrold, C-COR, Magnavox, D-B-C and most cities). A complete line of replacement parts including IC's, semi-conductors, resistors,
duplicators, surge protectors, transformers, fuses, batteries, plug-in pads,
TWT's, Klystron, special purpose
tubes, camera and videocon tubes,
stage and studio lamps.
Ask for Glen
800-645-2300

WINEGARD LINE EXTENDERS
Brand new! Model M4COX MHz manual
28 dB, (single chip hybrid construction)
complete with housing and warranty.
All units are new in sealed cartons.
Limited quantities while they last.
$80.00 each.

Cable Engineer with over 19 years experience in operations, engineering, construction, rebuilding, up grading, plant operations and maintance, Former manager of
system 17 years. Willing to relocate.
(717)662-7145

JERROLD CONVERTERS
Brand new! Model JRX-3A series. All
are new in sealed cartons. Limited
quantities while they last. Special pricing on request. (This offer for cable
companies only).
Ask for Glen
800-645-2300

Place a classified ad in
CABLEVISION and CED
Call or write
P.O. Box 5802 T.A.,
Denver, CO 80217
(303) 860-0111

41 emtrorri

15 MAIN STREET
EAST ROCKAWAY, NEW YORK 11518
15161 599.6400

11

15 MAIN STREET
EAST ROCKAWAY, NEW YORK 11518
1516) 599-6400

I
.

At Last!
An Affordable Synthesized Agile Modulator
• Front panel channel select channels 2through W

HOW TO RESPOND TO A BLIND BOX
AD:
Box: CEO (Box Number)
c/o CED MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 5208 TA
Denver, CO 80217

Communications Engineering & Design

• Saw filtered 60 dBmV output

Model 360

• Metered front panel controls
• Audioividep and composite I-F loop-through

Mega liertz iaks

6940 South Holly Circle,
Suite 200
Englewood, CO 80112
(800)525-8386
(303)779-1717

2700 Rockcreek Pkwy., Suite 304
Kansas City, MO 64117
(800)821-6800
(816)842.2880

4001 Airport Parkway
Suite 590
Bedford, TX 76021
(800)628-0088
(817) 3547500

Classifieds
BUSINESS DIRECTORY/ PROFESSIONAL SERVICES/ FOR SALE
WANTED
Good used GMP "J" Lasher in case; Also
wanted multi-rollers or double dollies.

BEAUTIFUL SO. ALASKA
Cable System for Sale

8161966-1736

iI4

1,100 passings, 425 subs, 330 gear. 12 channel with pay.

"HIGH"

4410'
4te,
r„,,
Ae
Pee
, Addressable
e46,
7
Converter
Service

average billing rate!!
This system won't last. Call:

907-562-0111

•Jerrold and Oak

• Fast Turnaround
• Excellent Quality From Our
Specially Trained Staff

1-800-382-BRAD

u.

COMMI111

PERMA•CAST SYSTEMS
Headend Buildings
Precast concrete headend and earth station structures. Secure, fire and vandal resistant, maintenance free. Same day occupancy. Standard 10 x 10 and customs designs available.
Specializing in
communications industries
for information call Chris Miller
at 215-926-5336.

FOR SALE AVANTEK
SWEEP RECOVERY
SYSTEM
(1) CT-2000 A transmitter. (2) CR-4000
receivers (upgraded to 440 MHz).
$6,000.00.
Call: Don or Jerry
at Las Colinas Tech Services
(214) 659-9626

FOR SALE
Cared for and little used Wavetek (Midstate) LM-13 detent tunable CH 2-13 and
CH R option in carrying case. Excellent
condition $350.00.
8161966-1736

NEMAL STOCKS:
•SPLITTERS •SWITCHES
•TRANSFORMERS
•ADAPTERS •CONVERTERS
Immediate Delivery!!!

•TRUNK CABLE
•DROP CABLE •AMPLIFIERS
•SATELLITE CABLE
Call or write for
Cable Systems Pricing
WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE

NEMAL
ELECTRONICS, INC.
12240 N.E. 14th Avenue
North Miami, FL 33161
(305) 893-3924
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FIT'S OUT THERE
WE'LL FIND IT

WITH THE BREAKTHROUGH RECEIVER THAT HAS•
THE ONLY 36 CHANNEL AGILE MODULATOR
The Electrohome SRM36 receiver with built-'n modulator
will output any one of the 36 low, mid, high and super
band channels at up to +62 dBmV. This total versatility
takes only ai flick of aswitch.
The benefit to your customers is obvious. You benefit
too, because you no longer need to carry 36 diterent
modulators in your inventory..
The SRM36 receiver gives you the competitive edge in
selling the SMATV and private cable market. It incorporates frequency synthesis under microprocessor control
for the ultimate in stability. SAW filtering is used in the
receiver and modulator, ensuring adjacent channel
operation
Other advanced features of the receiver include RF
Icopthrough...redundant LN 3 power capadlity...
and keyboard lock.
Electrohome also offers the SP24 receiver without a
built-in mooulator.

It updates other satelliite receiver systems by providing
35 channel output versatility.
For more information, contact an Electrohome distributor
SIGNAL SOURCES
1070 Florence Way
Campbell, CA 95008
(408)866-0600
JOHN WEEKS ENTERPRISES INC.
641 Grayson Hwy
LawrencevIlle, GA 30246
(404)962-1020
C.W.Y. ELECTRONICS
405 North Earl Avenue
Lafayette, IN 47903
(317)448-1611
SRC INDUSTRIES
773 So Oregon Street
Octano, OR 97914
(503)889-7261
JERRY CONN ASSOCIATES INC.
P 0 Box 444
Chambersourg, PA 17201-0444
(717)263-8258

G.M. POPKEY CO.INC.
427 N Clay Street
Green Bay, WI 54301
(414)437-5445
CANADA
CHANNEL ONE VIDEO CORP.
1601 West 2nd Avenue
Vancouver. B C V6J 1H3
(604)734-4966
PAAR INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS LIMITED
4531 Manitoba Road, S.E
Calgary, Alberta T2G 4139
(403)287-2840
DESKIN SALES
770 Steelcase Rd W
Markham, Octano L3R 2M4
(416)475-1412

ELECTROHOME
ELECTRONICS mliM,
The Electrohome SM36 stand-alone modulator
features the same performance as the built-in modulator.

Electrohome Limited. 809 Wellington St ..N.
Kitchener. Ontario Canada N2G 4J6 Telephone (519) 744;7111 Telex 069-55449. •
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Satellite receivers
Input
freq.
(MHz)

Input
sens.
(dBm)

IF
freq.
(MHz)

Loop
avail

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Stability
method

Input
connection

110 VAC
auxiliary
outlet

C/N
threshold
(dB)

Avantek
AR-2000

9401440

-65

300

No

30

Stable
oscillator

Dual
polarity

No

8

AVCOM
Com-66T

3.74.2
GHz

-70
to
-25

70

Opt.

30

Highly
stabilized
ceramic
resonator

Dual or
single
polarity

Yes

Approx.
7

Blonder-Tongue
DSA-643A

9001400

-50

130

Yes

30

PPL

Single

Yes

8

Channel Master
6121

9501450

-65

134

Yes

30
SAW filter

Synthesized

Single

Yes

8

Conifer
XT-200

9501450

-60
to
-25

385

No

25

PLL

Dual or
single
polarity

No

7

DX Communications
DSB-700A

9001400

-60

510

Yes

27

Crystal
oscillator

Single

No

dBC-N
static

R.L. Drake
ESR-2240

9501450

-70

600

Yes

30
SAW filter

Fully
synthesized

Dual
polarity

Yes

7

Electrohome
SR-24

9501450

-65

134

Yes

30
SAW filter

Digitally
synthesized

Active
loop

Yes

8

ICM
SR-4650P

9501450

-65

70

Yes

30

DSO/
AFC

Single

No

8

ISS
GL-5000

430930

-60

70

Yes

28

PLL

Dual
polarity

Yes

7

Jerrold
C4R

9501450

-60

70

No

30

PLL

Single

No

7

MIA COM
CSR-8001

9501450

-60

140

Opt.

27

Volt
synthesized

Dual
polarity

No

8

Macom
CR -1000

9501450

-60

70

Yes

27

PLL

Single

Yes

7

McCullough
KB24

9501450

N/A

No

Yes

30

Dielectric
resonator
control, AFC

Single

Yes

8

37004200
(4 GHz)

-65

600

No

30

PPL

Singlestandard
Dual-optional

N/A

8

Precise
1300

270770

-75

70

Yes2

30

Synthesized
oscillator

Single

No

7

Scientific-Atlanta
6680

270770

-75
to
-35

230

Yes

32

Crystalcontrolled
PLL

Dual
polarity

No

8

Standard
Agile Omni

9501450
(C-or
Ku-band)

-70
to
+ 10

610

Yes

30

PLL
synthesized
w/AFC

Dual
polarity

No

6.5

TL Systems
7682

440940

-65

70

Yes

27

DSO/AFC

Single

No

8

Triple Crown
CVR-B

9501450

-70

70

Yes

28

Linear
variable
resister

Single

No

7

Company/
Model

Microdyne
1100 LPR
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Descrambler
compatible

Audio
channels
No.
Type

Dill. gain
Phase deg.

%

VH —switch
or control

Internal
microprocessor

Dimensions
(H" xW" xD")

For more
into, contact

Yes

2

1-var.
1-opt.

2

1

Automatic

No
RS-422
compatible

63
4 "
/
21
/"
4
12 1
/"
4

408/943-7803

Yes

1

Tunable
4-8 MHz

N/A

NIA

Control

No

31
2 "
/
19"
14"

804/794-2500

Yes

6

1-opt.

4

3

Switch

No

31/2 "

201/679-4000

Yes

1

Synth.

3

2

Control

Yes

31/2 "

Baseband
video
output

2

Matrix &
direct
variable

5

5

Control

Yes

45 mm
430 mm
350 mm

319/752-3607

Yes

1

1-var.

-1
-3

N/A
NIA

Switch

Yes

21
2 "
/
12"
10"

914/347-4040

Yes

5-8.99 MHz
in 10 kHz
steps

Tunable

2
10-90
APL

Switch

Yes

31
/
2"
19"
12 1/
2"

513/866-2421

19"
12"
919/934-9711

19"
14"

7"
21"
15"

519/744-7111

No

13
4 "
/
17"
12"

800/426-9825

Built-in
IF switch

Yes

13
/"
4
16 3
4 "
/
11 3
/"
4

800/227-6288

2

Switch

Yes

13
4 "
/
19"
17"

215/674-4800

5

3

Switch

Yes

3 1/2 "

704/324-2200

Var.
digital

4

2

Control

Yes

21
/"
2
13 1/
3"
10 1
/"
4

800/421-6511

1-stand
2-opt.

N/A

4

3

N/A

No

13
4 "
/
19"
10"

501/895-3624

Yes

1

Fixed

3

1

Automatic

Yes

13
4 "
/
19"
10"

904/687-4633

Yes

1-stand
2-opt.

Fixed

2

1

No

Yes

13
4 "
/
19"
14"

602/968-8523
800/821-0862

Yes

2

Var,

1.5

Switch

No

51
4 "
/

800/241-5909

Yes

2

Var.
(PLL
synthesized)

3

2

Switch
relay

Yes

31
2 "
/
14"
19"

800/243-1357

Yes

1

1-fixed
1-opt.

3

2

Switch

No

31/
2"
19"
11"

619/320-8006

Yes

1

Fixed

3

3

No

No

N/A

416/629-1111

Yes

1

1-var.
synthesized

3

2

No

Yes

Yes

1

Var.
linear

2

1.5

Both

Yes

1

Var.

3

2

Yes

2

1-stand
1-opt

3

Yes

2

Var.

Yes

2

Yes
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19"
11-4/5"

81
4 "
/
13 1
2 "
/
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Continued from page 54
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Figure 12 RCA color receiver RF -IF attenuation characteristic. Com-

FREQUENCY IN MHz RELATIVE TO VISUAL CARRIER

Figure 111) RE-IF attenuation characteristics of sample TV receivers'.

posite of one sample each of models: CTC-12, CTC-17, CTC-25, CTC39, CTC-49 and CTC-60.

be like on home receivers?
4) What is the spread in performance among receivers?
The first question is easy. The answer has been carefully researched by the British Post Office and the BBC" and further

interpreted by Siocos 5.
From a review of these reports, we arrive at a conclusion
that most viewers rate pictures either good or excellent when
K=2 percent, and half vote excellent when K=3 percent.

Rack n' Roll is here to stay
and the king is producing the
hottest numbers around! When
Triple Crown creates anew
head end the results are solid
gold for sure! We start with our
best electronic equipment,
get it all together, plug in our
instruments, set the levels and
balance everything for superb
harmony. Only if our people
are pleased to the max, do we
pack it up and put the show on
the road.
When it rolls onto your site,
the hookup is quick and the

performance will blow you
away. For apicture perfect
Rack Video, this shining silvery
monolith is heavy metal like
you've never seen before.
Let Triple Crown book a
Rack n' Roll Superstar for your
viewers ... they won't believe
their eyes.

*le

TRIPLE CROWN
ELECTRONICS

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO
(416) 629-1111
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLORIDA
(305) 429-0870

Reader Service Number 13

W AVETE K
Looking for
lEaks?
Follow thE
sourcEror
VVavetek's
SOURCEROR CR-6
Leak Detector
automatically scans six
channels that you
specify. When it finds a
leak, it switches to an
audio beacon and leads
you to the problem.
Then you can switch to
Sync Buzz to verify the
source. All of this in a
portable that fits your
belt and aprice that fits
your budget.
Call Toll Free
800-622-5515. In
Indiana, call (317]
788-5965.

Li)

WAVETEK INDIANA,
INC., 5808 Churchman,
P.O. Box 190,
Beech Grove, IN 46107
TVVX 810-687-6038.

(b)
Figure 13 Sine-squared pulse and bar on Sony receiver when transmitter has been equalized for good results on R&S AMF demodulator. (a)
2 T sine-squared pulse. (b)20-µs white bar.

A Bell Telephone study 6 on echo visibility helps provide an answer to question 2. Based on observation of still pictures, and equating echo visibility to
transient response distortion, we conclude that 90 percent of the viewers
would either barely perceive or would
not perceive distortion where K = 1.5
percent.

It has been widely reported elsewhere that 1percent echoes under laboratory conditions are at the threshold
of visibility. While this is probably true
for ordinary picture material, echoes
from high-contrast titles against a uniform background are easier to see. We
have observed that, when critically
viewing titles, is it possible to detect 1s
echoes or 1MHz ringing of 0.5 percent,
especially if picture controls are manipCommunications Engineering & Design

ulated to block highlights and change
blacks into greys.
Question 3 and 4 will be dealt with
jointly. The approach to this question is
to evaluate distortions in the frequency
domain and then show what spread in
corresponding transient response can
be expected with different receivers.
We saw in previous slides that 2 T
sine-squared pulse ringing was associated with adip in frequency response
at approximately 1 MHz. This can be
analytically simulated with a 1 MHz
video trap circuit. We let the trap circuit
damping factor be K = 0.2 (Q = 2.5).
CUD

Please see page 66 for Figure 14. Look
for the conclusion of Gluyas' article in
the November issue of CED.

Reader Service Number 42
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tat

Figure 14 Sine-squared pulse and bar on Sony receiver when transmitter has been adjusted for best Sony receiver response using atimedomain equalizer. (a) 2 Tsine-squared pulse. (b) 20-µs white bar.
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Somebody
took your
only copy?

GeV
Frequency
Chart
1985

Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
Plated, hardened, flat-headed
Steel masonry nails, pre-assembled
ready for use.
Sizes to fit all coaxial cables, including
quad and double shielded, both single
and dual systems. Available in black,
white and grey.

• Write today for samples, literature and a
copy of Tower Cable Clips test results as
required by the British Telephone Company, giving name of your supplier.
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Get
another!
$5.00 each (1-9 copies)
$4.00 each (10-100 copies)
$3.00 each (100 or more copies)
For more InformatIon call Kern-cl CollIns at (303)860.0111
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""tC0
-BINE OUR
F"' DP-ROVEN CONVERTER &
UNDEFEATED DESCRAMBLER
..*,ç INTO ONE COMPACT UNIT.

VERTER/DESCRAMBLER

Now you've got
three options!
On one hand, you can
select Eagle's field proven
converter The industry's
most reliable converter with
more standard features than
any competitive product.
On the other, you can choose
Eagle's unbeaten descrambler. It
allows 15 tier descrambling without
losing the investment you've already
made in your present converter.
And now, if you want the best of both
products in one compact package you've
got it ...the Eagle Converter/Descrambler!
Compare these features and benefits:
• Infrared cordless remote control -ensures
effortless channel selection and fine tuning.
•Available in channel 2, 3, or 4models.
• Plug-in security PROM is completely potted and
tamper proof to prevent theft of service.
• Fully compatible audio carriers allow stereo usage.
• In band sync-suppression secures Pay-TV programming.

• Descrambler
attenuates audio on
non-authorized tier preventing audio reception of
unauthorized programming.
• 15-tier descrambler will decode
any pre-determined channel or
group of channels in aprogramming tier.
•Parental-control-lets parents prevent specific channels from being watched by children.
• TV convenience outlet-remote unit permits easy
on/off set control.
•Channel recall-allows fast return to last channel viewed.
• Favorite Channel Memory -provides instant access to
the most frequently watched channels.

itÁèLt
1..eleRTIMAtillt^t•

OTHER EAGLE QUALITY PRODUCTS ..Converters, Addressable Descramblers, Programmable Descramblers, Splitters, Traps,
Decoding Filters, Video Amplitude Controllers, Band Pass Filters, Channel Dropper for Batch Descrambling.
EAGLE COMTRONICS, INC. 4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, New York 13041.
TO ORDER, CALL TOLL-FREE: 800-448-7474 In New York, call 315-622-3402/In Canada, call Deskin Sales, 416-475-1412/In Europe,
call Electro Service, Brussels, Belgium, 011-32-15-209575.
Reader Service Number 44

It's Cable TV's Great New Revenue Producer!

VIDEO ut; ;I

8

MIA COM'S ADDRESSABLE DESCRAMBLER
NOW STOCKED BYearit,
a
MOVIE
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RELIGIOUS
SUPER STATION
SPARE

...

SPARE
.....

IFICŒOMMae.

.......

M/A COM's VideoCipher II, the revolutionary
descrambler, accepted for use in demanding
high quality broadcasting environments, is now
available through Anixter's nationwide distribution
network.
This new system produces adescrambled
signal that is indistinguishable from the original,
even at low C/N.
VideoCipher II descramblers are rackmounted and interface easily to commercial
satellite receivers.
VideoCipher II can control up to 56
independent tiers of programming, and its security
system assures that adescrambler can only receive
programming in tiers for which it has been
authorized.
'VdeoCIpher ,s aReg,stered Trademark of M/A COM. Inc

.
M.

~ .......... •
N

And, when planning to order your
VideoCipher II descramblers, remember it's good
business practice to have acouple of spare
descramblers to serve as common back-ups.
VideoCipher II descramblers are backed by
M/A COM's exclusive warranty plus the M/A COM
24-hour, 7-days-a-week service.
Call the Anixter location in your area to order
your VideoCipher II descramblers or for additional
technical information.

MUM
COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (312) 677-2600
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